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 I30 International Y7ournal of Ethics.

 will, relatively independent relations to his creator. He is spirit-

 ual; his ego is a unity; he is creative and reactive; his duty lies

 in the conscious service of God. The lesson of the history of

 opinion lies in its confirmation of these views. The book shows on

 every page, however, that the theological apologist for tradition, in

 respect to these matters, can keep his eyes wide open to appreciate

 the views of many who differ from him in opinion, and can be a

 receptive student of philosophy, as well as an apologist. In an age

 of syntheses and " conciliations," every such book has its place.

 What we want in philosophy is never the strident voice and the

 revolutionary "novelty," but the combination of keen criticism,

 cautious reflection, careful method, deep and vital experience, and

 conciliatory temper. These, to be sure, are manifold demands.

 Many different workers are needed to furnish them all. Where a

 man's philosophical method seems to us, as Dr. Wright's does, very

 unsatisfactory, we can still thank him when he suggests breadth of

 view and sympathetic synthesis. Methods deserve, in the long

 run, a criticism as patient and severe as that which keeps Mr. Wil-

 liams's * readers so long in suspense,-yes, and severer criticism still.

 But the philosophical attitude, the spirit of receptive gentleness, is

 also valuable in its place. Dr. Wright's book gives us, in addition

 to his erudite citations, little indeed but such an attitude, and that

 is something which is its own relative justification.

 JOSIAH ROYCE.

 MORALITY IN DOCTRINE. By William Bright, D.D., Canon of
 Christ Church, Oxford, Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical His-

 tory, etc. London and New York: Longmans, Green & Co.,

 I892. PP. xxiv, 35I.

 A volume of sermons, even when designed to illustrate the prop-

 osition that Christian morality must presuppose Christian belief,

 cannot be regarded as ethically systematic. It is therefore probable

 that, despite its purpose, Dr. Bright's book is not fraught with

 special interest to the readers of this journal. No doubt its tone

 is manly, its learning in a certain kind is wide, and its theme is

 viewed from points so varied as " Grace and the Will" and " God's

 Contest with the Soul." But, even thus, it falls short of the com-

 parative impartiality and scientific accuracy which ought to mark

 * " Evolutionary Ethics," by C. M. Williams. New York: Macmillan & Co.,
 1893. Reviewed in the July number, vol. iii. p. 533.
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